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Next Run 2135
Date: 7th October 2019

Time: 5:30pm to help set up for regos at 6:00pm

Hare: Scraper

Co
Hare:

Theme:

Hocking Primary School Carpark, Nth on Wanneroo rd , right into
Run
Kirkstall drive, left into Chatsworth drive , left into Nicholas rd , LFV in
Site:
carpark.
Grub: Yes.

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with Disgraceful or Pole Polisher
Upcumming Runs

Contact the On Sec: Sir Kumsize hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Close To Your Heart Run @ Swan Rowing Club
Preamble:
Fucken ‘ell! Heaps of Hamersley blokes came to help set up. It was done in record time, fuck we make things
happen! We kicked the run off a little late as C Man processed the late stragglers with their regos. The GM got
up in front of 149 registered hashers, welcomed the crowd and read the riot act, (to which it was noticed,
them pricks from Perth Hash completely ignored)! The GM then handed over to Boof and Gemma to speak a
bit on our charity being Downs Syndrome WA and set the runners, and walkers off.
The Run:
Up and around the Raffles Hotel, then off through southwards from
Applecross through the suburb of Mount Pleasant with false trails
abound. Emerging at the riverside from Queens Rd. From there, it was
a leisurely jog along the river, past the Dome Cafe at Deep Water
Point, continuing along a very scenic part back to the rowing club.
Food was served straight after the last of our runners, and walkers
made it back.
Circle Up & GM’s:
The GM together with D.A.G.S. our stand-in RA got the mob’s
attention, the GM got Screwdriver up to give a brief history of the
Close To Your Heart Run, this was followed by the winning application
of host hares for CTYH 2020 from Perth Hash, which Haggis and his
team presented, naming their charity as Lifeline. The GM got back on
the crate and got all the other less important GM’s, and
representatives out for a down down and a song. Once they all
shuffled back the GM got out the virgins, there was quite a few and
they got the usual song and down down.

General Business:
General business was dedicated to the raffle draw, which seemed to have an endless supply of prizes. After
the draw Boof and Gemma retired for a well earned rest and refreshment.

Charges:
Our stand-in RA mounted the crate and got charges off to a start. Precious was charged for loosing half his
glasses, when taking his down down, he was heard to utter “I wondered why the harriettees only looked half
a scary as usual”. Buttless and Screwdriver brought out for getting engaged, (we have had good mileage out
of that one). Headlights thought it would be good to charge C Man for plastic food containers, maybe she
should bring her own bowl next time. Various Hairy-ettees tried with various degrees of success tried to
charge Hamersley men with pissweak excuses for charges, then Mullaway on Tagg for doing a Kazi and not
looking after the boys as any good Munch Master would.
H4 Ice For A Price:
Not as successful as our last one. Maybe we fed them too soon, maybe all were enjoying the quality piss,
maybe the rest of the hash decided to give us the night off. Sir Kumsize was the only recipient on the ice with
Blowjob parting the $20.00 to give the poor prick a cold seat.
Jokes:
Meatman entertained the crowd with some of his best “true stories”
Run Report:
Cookie give a candid run report before circle, he said it was well marked and good use of falsies.
Ice:
Morphine was unlucky to have a seat and Sir Kumsize took one for the team when Blowjob paid his $20.00.
Breaking News!
Tagg, back from the nearly dead, has advised that the next lunch will be at: the Good Fortune Roast Duck
House, 354 William Street, Northbridge.
Next Week’s Run:
Scraper, Hocking primary school car park. Directions - Nth on Wanneroo Rd, right into Kirkstall drive, left into
Chatsworth Drive, left into Nicholas Rd, LFV in car park. Food - yes.
Next week’s van driver:
Troppo
Songs:
As it was a thinning crowd we sung our Raise Your Glasses song.
H4 Hashhouse:
An assortment of curries were on offer, all very good.
ON ON Sir Kumsize
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Note:
Duties of the Hare, extracted from “Guide to Hares”
“The hares are to assist with setting up the equipment: barbeque, tables, crates, generator, lighting, flags etc,
under the direction of the Hash Splash.”
“The hares are responsible in the cleaning up of the site. The hares must also make sure that the barbeque,
tables and any other equipment used on the night is cleaned up and packed back into the Van before they
leave the site.”

ON ON
H4 hosted, Close To Your Heart Run

H4 Black Tie, Cocktail Sundowner

1st of October 2019

13th December 2019

Trinidad & Tobago 2020
24 -26 April 2020

Your Hash event here
Contact: hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

